
About the Venue
Grand Hôtel – Carl Larsson Rummet, Stockholm
The Grand Hôtel in Stockholm has been home to celebrities, high-profile events
and everyday bon-vivants since 1874. Situated in the best waterfront location
imaginable, the hotel overlooks the Royal Palace and Gamla Stan, Stockholm’s
old town.

The CISO-DevOps 360 Lunch Exchanges will be hosted in Carl Larsson Rummet,
named after the famous artist who also painted some of the murals in the
building, at that time, he was still an unknown academy student. Much of the
original interior of this cultural heritage building remains.

Grand Hôtel
Södra Blasieholmshamnen 8,
103 27 Stockholm, Sweden
www.grandhotel.se/en

Kungsträdgården station: 2-minute walk
Östermalmstorg station: 9-minute walk
Nybrokajen: 5-minute walk
Central station: 16-minute walk / 6-minute taxi

Tuesday 8 November 2022 | 13:00-15:30
Grand Hôtel - Carl Larsson Rummet 

Stockholm

 

Please Register online 
www.cisodevops360.com

Hosted by

Bridging Security and Transformation
Benchmark and network with CISO, DevOps, Architects, App Sec and Security
Engineers in your City!

Discussion Over Lunch 
 Kindly Sponsored by

http://www.grandhotel.se/en
http://www.pulseconferences.com/conference/ciso360dinner-26oct-london/
http://www.pulseconferences.com/conference/ciso360dinner-26oct-london/
http://www.cisodevops360.com/


What are our most pressing questions and biggest challenges when dealing
with DevOps/Security?
What are we doing already and what new things are we considering?
How are we collaborating internally to improve agile and secure initiatives?

Take 2.5 hours out of your day  over lunch time to benchmark
and network with fellow CISO, DevOps, Architects, App Sec and

Security Engineers  
 

You’ll be home in good time - with a box of kvällsmat
to share with the family!

Join Pulse and peers for the Nordics CISO-DevOps Lunch Exchange in Stockholm,
one of the final dates in what has been a successful 9-City tour across Europe!

Hosted by Pulse Conferences and kindly sponsored by Contrast Security, the
networking lunches will be co-led by fellow guests – CISO, Architect, App Sec,
DevOps, Transformation practitioners from the region – and by Larry
Maccherone. Prior to joining Contrast Security, Larry was the Distinguished
Engineer, DevSecOps Transformation at Comcast, where he built and scaled their
transformation programme. Larry will happily share his practical experiences and
learnings with you in these stunning settings over an informal lunch where all
guests are encouraged to input.

Get to know peers with similar interests in securing digital transformation to
compare what works and what doesn’t with other organisations. 

Talking Points

All discussion is conducted under The Chatham House Rule on non-attribution as
to who said what but you can still use the lesson. Pulse Conferences will be your
Master of Ceremonies for the evening. There is no cost to attend. 

We hope that you can join peers for what promises to be a fascinating afternoon
discussion with great cuisine and company.

Yours sincerely,
Team Pulse

Led by:

Sponsored by Hosted by

Timings

 
13:00-13:15 Guests arrive and

arrival drink
 

13:15-15:15 Discussion with
peers over lunch

 
15:15-15:30 Conclusions,

goodbyes and guests depart
with a box of kvällsmat to take

home and share with your
family!

 

About Contrast Security
 

Contrast Security enables developers to
speed application development cycles

while writing more accurate, secure
code. Contrast embeds security

instrumentation within software that
eliminates code halts and the need for

expensive security experts by
automatically identifying vulnerabilities

and verifying their fixes while developers
write code. In doing so, Contrast

observes the routes of an application
while it is running, thereby exposing all
of the different points of entry into the
application. Delivering highly accurate

and always-on protection, Contrast also
eliminates time-consuming and

frustrating false positives that create
alert fatigue as well as false negatives

that can pose serious risk to applications
in runtime and moreover incur
significant development time

remediating. Finally, as the industry’s
only DevOps-native AppSec Platform,

Contrast delivers comprehensive
coverage from development to

production, dramatically reducing the
number of AppSec toolsets developers
need to manage. More information can
be found at www.contrastsecurity.com
or by following Contrast on Twitter at

@ContrastSec.

Larry Maccherone, DevSecOps Transformation, Contrast Security
Larry Maccherone is a thought leader on DevSecOps, Agile, and Analytics. At Comcast, Larry launched and scaled the DevSecOps Transformation
program over five years. In his DevSecOps Transformation role at Contrast, he’s now looking to apply what he learned to guide organizations with a
framework for safely empowering development teams to take ownership of the security of their products. Larry was a founding Director at Carnegie
Mellon’s CyLab, researching cybersecurity and software engineering. While there, he co-led the launch of the DHS-funded Build-Security-In initiative.
Larry has also served as Principal Investigator for the NSA’s Code Assessment Methodology Project which wrote the book on how to evaluate
application security tools, and received the Department of Energy’s Los Alamos National Labs Fellow award. Looking at Larry Maccherone’s career,
you might think he can’t figure out what he wants to be when he grows up – Serial entrepreneur? Agile transformation coach? Open-source
developer? Data scientist? Dev[Sec]Ops thought leader? However, the underlying theme is that Larry has constantly been striving to create the
highest performing software engineering teams. At Comcast, Larry built and scaled the DevSecOps Transformation program over five years, and he’s
now looking to apply what he learned doing that to help all Contrast customers and prospects. Larry hails from Raleigh, NC, where his wife and four
daughters make sure there is never a dull moment!

Please R.S.V.P. online 
www.cisodevops360.com
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